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Water Operators Workshop
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Today’s Agenda
• Welcome

• AWWA’s Water Audit Software, Joni Johnson, RCAC

• Introduction to Asset Management

Break for lunch

• Asset Management:  How Do I Get Started?

• Asset Management and GIS Tools for Success

• Closing



Certificate of Completion (CEU)
This training has been approved for 5 CEU credit hours! (0.5 CEUs)

To ensure you receive your certificate of completion:
• Sign in and provide your email address on the sign-in sheet
• Attend the whole session

Certificates will be sent via email within 30 days and are for your personal records. 

If you have questions or need assistance, please contact smallsystems@syr.edu.

mailto:smallsystems@syr.edu


Spotlight: Guest Speak 
Michael Miyahara 



Introduction to Asset Management Drinking Water Systems
Tuesday, February 7, 2023

www.efcnetwork.org

This program is made possible under a cooperative 
agreement with US EPA.



Introductions
Maureen Kerner, Office of Water Programs
EFC Associate Director, PE

Ella Ban, Office of Water Programs
Environmental Specialist 

Caitlyn Leo, Office of Water Programs
Research Engineer



This project has been funded wholly or in part by the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency under assistance agreement 84025401 to 
the University of New Mexico. The contents of this document do not 
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the Environmental Protection 
Agency, nor does the EPA endorse trade names or recommend the use of 
commercial products mentioned in this document.



About Us
The Environmental Finance Center Network (EFCN) is a 
university-based organization promoting innovative and 
sustainable environmental solutions while bolstering efforts 
to manage costs.

Our Building Technical, Managerial, and Financial Capacity Programs for Small 
Water and Wastewater Systems provide free training and technical assistance 
across every state, territory, and tribal nations. Technical assistance is available 
on a first-come, first-served basis.



The Small Systems Water and Wastewater Teams



Small System Training Available!
https://efcnetwork.org/training-events

• Asset Management
• Financial Planning
• Building Resilience
• Controlling Energy Costs
• Access to Funding Sources 
• Mapping & Data Collection
• Regulatory Compliance
• Operator Certification

• Strategic Planning Tools
• Effective Communication
• The Power of Partnerships: Sharing 

Resources with Neighboring Systems
• Attracting & Retaining Workforce
• Rate Setting & Affordability
• Basic Water Math

https://efcnetwork.org/training-events


Technical Assistance is Available
https://efcnetwork.org/get-help/

• Adaptation & Resiliency Planning
• Asset Management
• Community Engagement
• Data Collection & Analysis
• Maintenance Practices
• Disseminating Information
• Fiscal Planning
• GIS Programming/Planning

• Infrastructure Funding
• Infrastructure Planning & Design
• Operator Training & Certification
• Management/Board Support
• Rate Payer/Citizen support
• Sustainability & Resiliency
• Partnerships & Collaboration
• Water Efficiency & Reuse
• Work Force Development

https://efcnetwork.org/get-help/


Environmental Finance Center at Sacramento State

• Housed in the Office of Water Programs 
 Manager & Operator Training, 50+ years

 Technical & Managerial Research, 20+years

• Providing TMF Expertise & Tools, 6+years



• Hawaii Community Foundation

• Presentation Group #90. “Accessing Federal Funding Panelists: Dana Okano, Melissa 

Unemori. Moderator: Christin Reynolds, One World One Water.”
Presenting Thurs. 02/09, 3:20 – 3:50pm. Room 314

Attend for a brief overview of the Hawaii Community Foundation’s services

Environmental Finance Center at Hawai’i



Technical Assistance is Available 

FREE Technical Assistance! 
Tomorrow (Wednesday, 2/8/23)
Booth 116



Getting to Know YOU

• Where do you work?

• What size system do you serve?

• Why did you decide to attend?

• What (if any) experience do you 
have with Asset Management?



Today’s Agenda 

• Welcome

• Asset Management for Small Water Systems

Break for lunch

• Asset Management:  How Do I Get Started?

• Asset Management and GIS Tools for Success

• Closing



Introduction to Asset 
Management



Asset Management: 
Answering the Questions
• What is asset management?

• Where does it fit in?

• Why do it?

• What’s involved?

• How do I get started?

• What then?

• Are there examples to share? Yes!



Asset Management: 
What is it?



Simply put…

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter1Videos/IN-2.m4v

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter1Videos/IN-2.m4v

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter1Videos/IN-2.m4v


The Car Analogy
Flat Tire Options

• Fix tire
• New tire
• New car
• Used car

Cracked Engine Block Options
• Fix engine
• New engine
• New car
• Used car

ne-np.facebook.com, bankrate.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the simplest terms, Asset Management can be thought of as applied common sense. Asset Management is designed to help people decide how and where to spend their money to achieve the desired results. Such a process is needed when there are competing priorities for limited funding. ��As an analogy, think of your car. If you are driving your car and it gets a flat tire, what will you do? Will you fix the car or buy a new car? Because tires are inexpensive compared to the overall cost of a car, the most likely response is to repair the tire or put a new tire on the car. Think about what factors would go into a decision like this: the cost of the tire, value of the car, reliability of the car, and whether the flat tire caused any other damage to the car. However, in general, deciding what to do in this case is pretty simple. ��What if instead of a flat tire, your car has a cracked engine block. Now what will you do? Will you fix the engine, put a new engine in the car, or buy a new or used car? Is it more difficult to decide what to do in this case? Why? Probably factors like cost of repair, cost of new engine, value of existing car, cost of a new or used car, reliability of existing car, value of existing car, current operation and maintenance cost, and many others would enter into the decision. This decision would involve collecting data and examining all the options over time. ��If all of your decisions were like the tire example, you wouldn't need a formal program to help you make them. Unfortunately, you will have many decisions that are more like the cracked engine block. Funds are limited and there are many competing priorities for those limited dollars. Therefore, a program that will help you collect the data you need and provide a framework for making these decisions is very beneficial. Asset Management is designed to be this type of program.



Some Definitions…

A method for maintaining a system’s assets at a desired level of (customer) service
at the most appropriate cost

• Assets: What you have that has value

• Level of service: What you want your asset to provide

• Most appropriate cost: Lowest life cycle cost (not free!)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One simple definition we have for asset management is thinking of it as “A method for maintaining a system’s assets at a desired level of customer service at the most appropriate cost.” Let’s take a look at some of the terms here.What are assets? Well assets are essentially all the equipment, buildings, land, people, and other components needed to deliver safe and clean water. Assets are generally large pieces of complicated equipment or infrastructure that can be very expensive. They usually last a fairly long time so utilities really want to keep them in good shape. We all know that some of the infrastructure in this country is aging and failing at an alarming rate. And the reality is we don’t even know where it all is! It’s important to remember not only the large pieces of equipment that we see above ground, but also all the equipment that it located underground. And it’s important to take note of all of this for these assets are essential to protecting public health as well as for economic development. ‐When we say “Desired level of service” = this is what utilities want their assets to provide ‐And when we say “Best appropriate cost” = this is the lowest life cycle cost (but it’s not necessarily without cost) Basically we want to provide safe, reliable service while thinking about what the costs will be for those services. 



EPA’s Definition

USEPA (2020)
A process “utilities can use to make sure that planned maintenance 
can be conducted and capital assets (pumps, motors, pipes, etc.) can 
be repaired, replaced, or upgraded on time and that there is enough 
money to pay for it.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Asset management is a practice that is broadly used by municipalities, utilities, industries, commercial enterprises and other organizations to manage the operation, maintenance and replacement of physical infrastructure assets. It has been recognized by many federal, state, and local agencies and organizations as having particular value for managing long-term planning for drinking water, wastewater, and stormwater programs. USEPA (USEPA 2020) has a definition for Asset Management, describing it as a process “utilities can use to make sure that planned maintenance can be conducted and capital assets (pumps, motors, pipes, etc.) can be repaired, replaced, or upgraded on time and that there is enough money to pay for it.” It is important to note that asset management does not just involve tracking assets and their maintenance, but evaluates various options and selects between them to identify a long-term plan for maintaining and replacing assets so that the utility can continue to function at a level of service that satisfies customers, optimizes costs, and maximizes benefits. 



EPA’s Five Core Components

5. Long Term Funding
How are you going to 
pay for it all?

4. Life Cycle Costs
How much will it cost for 
O&M (including asset 
replacement)?

1. Asset Inventory
What assets do you have & 
what is their condition?

2. Level of Service
What are the service 
goals for your system?

3. Criticality
Which are the most important 
assets to maintain?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Asset management aims to improve utility operations. Your Utilities will become more familiar with these approaches as an asset management program is implemented. A good starting point for any size system is the 5 Core Questions framework. This framework walks you through all the major activities associated with asset management and can be implemented at the level of sophistication reasonable for a given system. The 5 core questions of an asset management framework are What Is the Current State of the Utility’s Assets? What Is the Utility’s Required Sustained Level of Service? Which Assets Are Critical to Sustained Performance? What Are the Utility’s Best “Minimum Life‐Cycle Cost” CIP and O&M Strategies? What Is the Utility’s Best Long‐term Financing Strategy? 



EPA’s Five Core Components 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgfFtV9mLJ0

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgfFtV9mLJ0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgfFtV9mLJ0


Asset Management: 
Where does it fit in?



Key Factors in Water System Performance

$



Fiscal Sustainability
• Fiscal sustainability:

when a system can cover all regular 
operating expenses and long-term 
replacement and investment needs

• What should revenue cover?

 Operations and maintenance

 Staff and labor

 Capital costs

 Debt and capital expenses (depreciation)
Rates dashboard indicators 

for an example water utility in Hawai’i



What are My “Full” System Costs? 
• Use asset management to estimate capital and O&M costs. 

Asset management is a key part of maintaining reliable system operations

• Asset management is an identified need, especially in small systems

Includes technical, managerial, and financial aspects:

Evaluate system needs:
Infrastructure and management

(O&M, permit compliance, 
future buildouts)

Evaluate financial needs:
Estimating costs and revenues

(component costs, staff and labor, 
funding options)



$

$

$
$ $
$

$
$$



How Do We Prioritize Investments?
• No “right” way to prioritize investments

 More important assets may be critical for operations, 
or oldest

• Some questions:
 What are the oldest components to replace in my 

system?

 What parts of my system have the largest 
“consequence” of failure?

 What are the most expensive parts to replace?

 What parts require special expertise to replace?

Many Potential Factors:
(source: EPA 2003)



Ranking Assets
• Prioritizing assets helps mitigate failure risks

Water Treatment Plant: Reordered List

Invest in This Asset First



Long-Term Planning
Steps for developing a long-term plan

• Estimate annual and long-term system costs

 Asset management and Level-of-Service

• Evaluate goals for a rate structure

• Estimate revenue from various types of rates

• Communicate with your Board & community



Asset Management: 
Why do it?



Lots of Competing Demands
• Regulatory compliance
• Cost efficiency
• Health & safety
• Resiliency
• Investment decisions
• Long-term planning
• Risk management
• Services & outputs

• Efficiency & effectiveness
• Communication
• Aging infrastructure
• Competition for funding 
• Upgrading outdated tech

Medium.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Drinking Water systems have lots of demands:Regulatory complianceAging InfrastructureMaintaining Health & SafetyUpdating outdated technologyCommunicating needs and services to board/councils and customersAnd AM  essentially Makes management decisions easier, helping you decided How, where, & when to spend money to achieve desired results



Lots of Decisions
• What are the benefits of a project?
• What are the risks of not doing the project?
• What do customers really want?
• What financing is available for a project?
• Does a project meet a critical need?
• How do we prioritize projects?
• What is the best expenditure of funds?
• What are the alternatives?

$

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And there are so many decisions:(read off a couple examples from the slide)And those Decisions are Complicated by……• Limited funding• Competing priorities• Type of funding available



A basis for making good decisions
Asset management allows you to assess, 
document, and communicate:

• Assets owned

• How long will they last?

• What are my repair and replacement 
costs?

• What is sufficient revenue?

 
ECONOMIC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AM provides a basis for making decisions easier, and making good decisions.  It helps determine where and when to spend $ to achieve desired results.It helps you identify all the assets that a utility has, how long they are going to last, and how much it’s going to cost to repair or replace them. All this information will allow you to see financial projections 5 years from now and even 10 years from now. Knowing how much money is needed for O&M and capital investments will help the you determine if rates and other revenue are sufficient. 



A Guide for:
• Tracking O&M
• Prioritizing O&M Needs
• Planning for Replacements
• Estimating Costs
• Selecting Funding/Financing Options
• Communicating Intent, Plans, & 

Progress



Experiences

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter1Videos/IN-12.m4v

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter1Videos/IN-12.m4v

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter1Videos/IN-12.m4v


In Summary, Asset Management…
• Addresses multiple needs

• Makes management decisions easier

• Directs spending to achieve desired results



What are some benefits of asset management?

 Make better financial decisions

 Meet regulatory requirements

 Reduce system “down--time”

 Reduce # of emergency repairs

 Prioritize rehabilitation & replacement needs

 Provide time to review cost--effective options.

 Communicate to customers & regulators effective use of money

 Improve access to funding

Asset Management Benefits Exercise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 3:  Determine the life expectancy of componentsStep 4:  Calculate the remaining service life of each assetStep 5:  Create a list of service providers



Questions?



“It’s a great thing to break.”

-James Taylor 



Asset Management: 
What’s involved?



Five Core Components…Five Steps

1. Build an Asset Inventory

2. Define Level of Service Goals

3. Identify Critical Assets

4. Estimate Life-Cycle Costs

5. Evaluate Long-Term Funding/Financing
Step 5

Step 1



Five Components…Five Steps…Common Sense

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter1Videos/IN-3.m4v

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter1Videos/IN-3.m4v

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter1Videos/IN-3.m4v


What are the 5 Core Components of Asset Management?

1. Asset Inventory

2. Level of Service

3. Criticality

4. Long Term Funding

5. Life Cycle Costing

Asset Management 5 Components Exercise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 3:  Determine the life expectancy of componentsStep 4:  Calculate the remaining service life of each assetStep 5:  Create a list of service providers



Step 1: Build an Asset Inventory
More Questions

 What assets do we have?

 Where are they located?

 What’s their condition?

 What’s the expected remaining life?

 What’s their energy use?

 What’s their value?

 How do I organize all this?!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first in asset management is building an inventory, which is probably the most straightforward. And it’s arguably  the most important as it underlies all other aspects of Asset Management. This step is critical to improving your understanding of your system. Completing this step alone can greatly improve the overall operations and management of a utility.��This core component involves gathering information on the following basic questions: What assets do I own?Where are they?What condition are they in?What is their remaining useful life?What is their value?What type and amount of energy do they use?After you gather the key asset information, you can create an asset inventory to store the data. This inventory will need to be maintained to ensure it is kept up to date and accurate. You could also establish a work order system that is tied to the inventory to help manage asset maintenance and repairs as well as track the costs of these activities over time. 



What assets do we have?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The most fundamental question a utility owner, manager, or operator can ask, is what assets does the utility own? It is absolutely critical to understand what you own.; It is hard to manage something effectively if you don't know what that "something" consists of. Although "what do I own" is a seemingly straightforward question, it is not always easy to answer. The difficulties arise from several factors. Some of the assets are underground and can't be seen; assets are put in over a long period of time; records regarding assets may be old, incomplete, inaccurate, or missing; and staff turnover in operations and management may limit historical knowledge of utility assets. Given these difficulties, it may not be possible to immediately create a complete inventory of all the assets in the utility. It is important to recognize that the goal is to create the best inventory possible given the resources (personnel and financial) and capabilities of the utility and to develop an approach to adding to or improving the inventory over time.Examples of Assets many include:PumpsPrimary treatment: grit chambers, screensConveyance/collection pipesMan HolesConstructed WetlandsStabilization PondsTrickling FilterMechanical Dewatering��



How do we define Assets?
• Use a dollar amount threshold

• Whether it requires a work order

$500?
$1000?
$3000?

Assets Asset components: 
Too detailed…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In determining the answer to the question, "What do I own?" consideration must be given to how to specifically define an asset. In general terms, assets are anything that you own that has value. However, this definition must be refined for a given utility. Some utilities may want to define assets in terms of dollar amounts. An asset could be defined as anything above $1,000 or $2,000 or any other amount that makes sense for the utility. In selecting this value consideration should be given to the total number of assets owned by the utility and the ability of the utility to track the number of assets that will result from the selected dollar amount. For example, defining an asset as anything with value over $500 may result in 2,000 assets for the utility, while selecting a value of $3,000 may result in 400 assets for the utility. Both choices are equally valid options, but it may be too difficult to track 2,000 assets for a utility with a small staff, or it may not provide sufficient benefit to the utility to track assets with such a low dollar value.On the other hand, choosing $3,000 may leave important assets out of the inventory or may not provide detailed enough information to manage the utility effectively. A value in between these two amounts may provide sufficient detail without being unduly burdensome.��Another way to answer the question of what defines an asset, is to define an asset as anything the utility would write a work order for. For example, if the utility would write a work order on a pump impeller if that part needed repair or replacement, then the impeller itself can be defined as an asset in addition to the pump it is a part of. If the utility would only write a work order for the pump, but not the impeller, then the impeller is not considered a separate asset.��These two approaches - dollar value or work order - or some combination of the two are the most common methods of establishing what defines an asset. Each entity should establish its preferred method of defining an asset. The main considerations include ability to handle the number of assets that results from the chosen option and being able to consistently apply the approach. The selected approach can be modified over time if it does not meet the needs of the utility.��Photo details: Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PVWMA) Water Resources Center uses photovoltaic (solar panels) to generate electricity to help offset the energy needs of these four 350hp distribution pumps that can move 12,000 gallons per minute out the growers along the 20 mile long pipeline, who at the end need pressurized flows of 300-5,000 gallons per minute of sanitized wastewater for use directly, or blending it with ground (well) water, for the approximately $900,000,000 of crops per year, in Watsonville, CA, on Thursday, August 27, 2015. 



Selecting Assets

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter3Videos/IV-2.m4v

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter3Videos/IV-2.m4v

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter3Videos/IV-2.m4v


Selecting Assets 

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter3Videos/IV-3.m4v

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter3Videos/IV-3.m4v

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter3Videos/IV-3.m4v


Where are the assets located?
• Create a visual picture

 Hand drawn maps
 Google Maps
 GIS Systems
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Coagulation / Flocculation

Drying Bed Sedimentation basins

Filters

Access to water 

Bad

Moderate
Good

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once you know what assets you own, you need to know where they are located. This should involve recording the asset locations in the field and then mapping all the assets for a comprehensive view of the system.Mapping provides a visual picture of the asset locations, especially for buried assets. The map can be as simple (hand drawn) or complex (Geographic Information System).  And that inventory map can help operators, managers, elected officials, and owners conceptualize the utility as a whole.The most important considerations in selecting the type of approach to use for mapping are:    Ensuring that the map is comprehensive (covers all the known assets)    Having the ability to keep the map updated over time    Establishing a process to correct any inaccurate or incorrect data on the map    Being able to track asset failures or other relevant data on the mapYou should choose the type of mapping system that best meets your utility’s needs, capabilities, and resources.Choosing a more sophisticated computerized mapping system, like GIS, allows you to more easily sort and evaluate data, link asset attribute data (size, type, condition), and enable remote use. However, GIS maps can be expensive to create and maintain and you may not have the personnel to handle this. A more simplistic approach of a hand-drawn map or a hand drawn map based on a free base map from an internet site (e.g. Google, MapQuest, Bing maps or similar), has the advantages of being extremely low cost and easy to generate. But then again this type of map is much less portable, less comprehensive in terms of asset data, and less accurate. Overall, The key is to balance the your utility’s needs, the desired benefits, and the resources available. You can always start with simpler maps and move to a more sophisticated approach later. 



Where are the assets located? 
Data Sources:

• Existing Knowledge
 As Builts/Maps

 Operators

• New Knowledge
 Site Visits

 GPS Devices

esri.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In terms of gathering data for the map, it is best to start with what is already known about your utility from any existing maps - hand drawn or otherwise. You might have "as-built" drawings or maps that show assets that were installed during construction projects.  However, you should note that the value of as-builts may be limited if they only include the newly installed assets and not a comprehensive view of all your utility’s assets, and they may not be entirely accurate. Current operators and managers and retired operators or managers may be able to fill in data gaps. Additional gaps might be filled in by residents who were living in the area when the utility was built, or by engineers or construction contractors involved in the design or installation of the utility.It is important to remember that no map will ever be completely accurate, especially in the initial stages. You should strive to make as good a map as possible the first time, within the limits of the information available, and then improve upon it. A good time to make any changes to a map is after assets have been dug up for a repair. At that time, any inaccuracies in location can be corrected. In addition, whenever new assets are installed, accurate locations can be obtained and added to the map. It is not recommended that assets be dug up for the sole purpose of locating them, unless there is a very compelling reason to do so. Instead, take your best guess at locations and revise as you learn more to keep the map as up to date and accurate as possible.��Location Data on locations can be gained by using a global positioning system (GPS) device. Simple versions of these devices can be purchased at many retail stores for very little cost and they are designed to be user friendly and simple to operate. GPS devices can gather point data for visible assets (such as hydrants, manholes, valves, wells, storage tanks, pump stations, storm drains) and line data for sewer pipes. The accuracy of the simple devices is sufficient to create a reasonably accurate picture of the utility and can be adequate for most smaller utilities. A larger utility may wish to have higher accuracy GPS readings and could invest in more sophisticated GPS equipment or hire outside consultants to compile this information.�



Where are the assets located?  

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter3Videos/IV-4.m4v

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter3Videos/IV-4.m4v

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter3Videos/IV-4.m4v


Expected remaining life
How Long Will It Last?
Typical Life Expectancies of Water Supply equipment.  

Age & useful life are good starting points. 

Then consider site-specific conditions (usage, 
install, material quality)

Remaining Life

=Estimated
Useful Life

- Age

Component Worksheet Useful Life

Walls and Springs 25 years

Intake Structures Drinking Water Source 35 years

Pumping Equipment 10 years

Disinfection Equipment Treatment System 5 years

Hydropneumatic Tanks Tanks 10 years

Concrete and Metal Storage Tanks 30 years

Transmission Structures (Pipes) Distribution System 35 years

Valves Valves 35 years

Mechanical Valves 15 years

Computer Equipment/Software 5 years

Transformers/Switchgears/ Wiring Electrical Systems 20 years 

Motor Controls/ Variable Frequency 
Drivers 10 years 

Sensors 7 years 

Buildings Buildings 30 years

Service Lines Service Lines 30 years

Hydrants Hydrants 40 years

Note: These expected useful lives are drawn from a variety of sources. The estimates 
assume that assets have been property maintained. The adjusted useful life of an 
asset will be equal to or less than typical useful life 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Age and estimated useful life are good attributes to gather for the asset inventory, as you can estimate a remaining to help develop your plans for O&M and eventual replacement.  There’s several sources for asset useful like such as summary tables pictured here, as well as manufacturer specs. But some assets remaining life might be based more on the amount of use as opposed to their age.For example, a pump will wear out sooner if it is used more and will last longer if it is used less. The actual age of the pump is not as important as the amount of work the pump has done. On the other hand, the life expectancy of pipe assets is based more on the length of time in the ground. If a pipe is in the ground for decades, it has had considerable time to contact the soil around it and the water within it and may start to corrode.There are many additional factors that will affect how much life a given asset has. Factors such as poor installation, defective materials, poor maintenance, and corrosive environment will shorten an asset's life, while factors such as good installation practices, high quality materials, proper routine and preventative maintenance, and non-corrosive environment will tend to lengthen an asset's life. Because of these site-specific characteristics, asset life should be viewed within the local context and the particular conditions of that utility. A Cast Iron pipe may last 100 years at one facility and 60 years at another.You’ll need to make remaining life judgments based on past experience, utility knowledge, existing and future conditions, prior and future operation and maintenance, and similar factors in determining useful life. In the absence of any better information, you can use standard default values as a starting point – again refer to manufacturers and industry guides. However, over time, you should use your own experiences to refine the remaining or useful life.



Asset Condition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After the assets are identified and located on a map, it is important to know their condition. A condition assessment can be completed in many different ways, depending on the capability and resources of the utility. The simplest approach is to gather people who have current or historical knowledge of the assets in a room. The group can then select a condition rating approach (0 through 5, A through F, Excellent through Unacceptable, etc.). The group then considers the list of assets and rates each one using the selected methodology. This approach relies on the best information available but does not require utilities to gather additional data in order to rate the assets. 



Condition Monitoring Approaches
• Vibration
• Temperature
• Power or Oil Use
• Efficiency Change
• Run Time
• TV Inspection 
• Pressure Testing
• Leak Testing
• Visual Inspection
• Life Expectancy Review

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
utilities can gather data on asset condition through more sophisticated means and re-rate the assets. For example, a sewer pipe can be examined with cameras to determine the interior pipe condition. Asset condition will change over time as assets age and as they are used during normal operations. Therefore, the asset condition must be continuously updated to keep the data current. The time interval between updates may vary from utility to utility, but generally annually is a good time to revisit the condition assessment. In addition, as assets receive routine, preventative, or corrective maintenance, condition can be re-assessed and the resulting condition rating can be revised in the inventory.



Rating Conditions
Rating Condition Description Age Description

Excellent New or fairly new; No known or suspected issues >90% of useful life 
remaining

Very Good No known or suspected issues, but no longer
a new asset

75-89% of useful life 
remaining

Good A few known or suspected issues 40-74% of useful life 
remaining

Fair Known/suspected issues that may impact asset’s ability 
to continue to perform in the next 
several years

5-34% of useful life 
remaining

Poor Known/suspected issues that may impact asset’s ability 
to continue to perform in the next 1-2 years

<5% of useful life 
remaining



Monetary value
• Historic Value
 Cost to install

• Current Value
 Depreciation

• Replacement Value
 Cast iron pipe vs. PVC

• Asset vs system replacement

Name of cost Item name Item character Total 
cost($)

Civil cost Treatment room Area – 200 m2 7,035

Mechanical cost (i) Tank Volume – 50 m3 2,500

(ii) Pipe Pipeline length 
– 200 m 2,200

(iii) Valve and others (pc) 2,000 3,000

Electrotechnical cost (i) Rotameter (pc) 1 600

(ii) Pressure gauges (pc) 2 180

(iii) Pump (pc) 2 46,000

Membrane module 
cost

SS – membrane module 
(pc) 870 177,000

Total capital cost ($) 197,115

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Generally, when utilities consider the value of assets, they think about the cost of initially installing the assets. This cost has importance as historical information or it can be used by a utility to depreciate the costs of assets over time. It can also be useful to determine the total costs of operating an asset over its life span. However, the installation cost does not have a direct bearing on what it will cost to replace that asset when it has reached the end of its useful life. The asset may not be replaced by the same type of asset (e.g., cast iron pipe may be replaced by PVC pipe) or it may be replaced by a different technology entirely. Furthermore, costs of various assets may change drastically over time, so that the cost of installing ductile iron pipe in 1965 may have no relationship to the cost of installing PVC pipe 50 years later in 2015.��The value of the assets that should be recorded in the asset inventory, then, is the cost to replace the assets using the expected technology that will replace them. If the utility has asbestos cement pipe now, but would replace it with PVC pipe, the replacement value of that asset is the cost of replacement using PVC and the installation costs associated with PVC.��Although the idea behind valuing assets is relatively simple, obtaining costs for the asset replacement may not be so easy. Small utilities may not have the expertise to estimate replacement costs. In these cases, the utility should either estimate in the best manner possible or leave this portion of the inventory blank for the initial stages of the asset inventory. This information can be added later as the utility gathers additional information or expertise.



Cost resources

Recent utility projects              Neighboring utilities                       Publications 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
if estimation is done, the possible approaches include: If the utility has had recent improvements, such as pipe replacement, information regarding the cost per linear foot can be used.If a similar neighboring utility has had work done, costs incurred in their project may be used.Organizations that complete a large number of construction projects per year may be able to provide estimates.Some organizations, such as large cities, periodically publish unit costs for construction. These costs can be used as a starting point and revised as necessary to cover costs in other areas. If costs are typically higher in a particular area than the published guide, they can be increased. If costs are typically lower, the prices can be decreased.Over time, as more utilities begin completing Asset Management strategies, it might be useful to form users' groups that would allow water utilities to share information, such as unit costs/replacement costs, with each other. 



How do I organize all this?!
Multiple formats

 Paper

 Spreadsheets

 Commercial Products



Questions? 



Five Core Components…Five Steps 

1. Build an Asset Inventory

2. Select a Level of Service

3. Identify Critical Assets

4. Estimate Life-Cycle Costs

5. Evaluate Long-Term Funding/Financing
Step 5

Step 1



What is Level of Service?

“…the quality or expected reliability that must be provided… 

to meet a community’s basic needs and expectations”

-Grand Rapids, MI 2016

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Customers are not just an important part of your business, they are your business. Without them you have no reason to exist. Not only do you need customers, but you need customers who are willing to pay a fair price to enable you to provide a sustainable service.�Broadly defined, Drinking water treatment utilities are in the business of treating and distributing clean and safe potable water for drinking, cooking cleaning, etc.. Within that broad mission, utilities must determine specifically how they will operate and maintain the assets to meet customer expectations. Determining how to operate the facility to meet customer expectations is called the Level of Service (LOS.)Level of Service (LOS) defines what you want your assets to provide and how you want them to perform. The LOS can include any components the utility and customers decide, as long as all regulatory requirements are met and the components are within the capabilities of the assets. 



Level of Service Agreement
What does a Level of Service (LOS) Agreement Provide?

• Communicates operation to the customers
• Assists in identifying critical assets
• Provides a means of assessing overall utility performance
• Provides a direct link between costs and service
• Serves as an internal guide for management and operations staff
• Communicates energy efficiency and water conservation goals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The document that lists the levels of service, the Level of Service Agreement, will become a fundamental part of how the utility is operated and managed.��The Level of Service Agreement has many benefits: It communicates the utility's operation to the customers.It assists in identifying critical assets.It provides a means of assessing overall utility performance.It provides a direct link between costs and service.It serves as an internal guide for utility management and operations staff.It communicates energy efficiency and water conservation goals.The LOS Agreement will also allow the utility to track its performance and determine how well it is meeting its goals. This performance can be communicated to the customers to reinforce how the fees they pay are related to the service they receive. 



The Level of Service (LOS) Process

1) Identify SMART Goals
2) Involve Customers & Staff
3) Track Progress

Source: Georgia Association of Water Professionals



Develop Goals
Goal Categories

 Energy Efficiency

 Water Efficiency/Conservation

 Social Considerations

 Environmental Considerations

 Customer Service

 Regulatory Requirements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first step in developing a Level of Service Agreement is determining the goals of your utility. Goals can be in any of the following areas: Energy EfficiencyWater Efficiency/ConservationSocial ConsiderationsEnvironmental ConsiderationsCustomer ServiceRegulatory RequirementsLet’s talk about types of goals, how to establish them, and look at some examples.



Level of Service
Maximum Level = Highest capabilities of all assets

Your Choice

Minimum Level: Meet all regulatory requirements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In setting goals for the LOS, the initial starting point is defined by the utility's regulatory requirements at the federal, state, and local level�Because there are many regulations, it is not necessary for the utility to list compliance with each and every regulation on its LOS Agreement. Rather, a broad statement such as "the utility will comply with all applicable state, local and federal regulations" should suffice. Alternatively, the Agreement may include statements that describe categories of compliance such as, "will conform to all operator certification requirements,“In this case, the LOS Agreement may also need a summary statement to the effect that "the utility will conform to all other applicable federal, state and local regulations" to ensure that nothing has been omitted. The next aspect the utility must consider is the fact that assets have physical limitations. Assets can not deliver services beyond these limitations. �The regulatory requirements and physical capabilities provide boundaries for the LOS. In between these boundaries, the utility will specify the internal and external goals of the utility. The utility should keep the LOS Agreement very simple, especially at the beginning. As an initial starting point, the Agreement should contain 8 to 12 items of importance to the customers and the utility. As the utility progresses in Asset Management, it may be desirable to add to the Agreement, but starting simple is best. 



Internal & External Goals
Internal
• Internal goals do not directly 

impact customers
• Set by utility staff

Examples:
• Maintenance Scheduling
• Energy Efficiency

External
• Customer impacts
• Set with customer input

Examples:
• Response for sewer back-ups
• Response time for other 

customer complaints

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The goals will be a combination of internally set goals and externally set goals. Internally set goals are those goals that define utility operations, but are not easily understood by utility customers. Examples of these types of goals include: Maintenance SchedulingEnergy EfficiencyNumber of pipe breaks per mileUnaccounted for waterInternally set goals can be set by utility staff. It is best to involve a cross-section of utility personnel from elected officials to management to operations when setting goals to ensure that the goals are feasible and reasonable. In a small utility, goals may be set by the utility board with input from the operator. Alternatively, the board president may work with the operator to set goals, which can then be approved by the entire board.��External goals are items that directly impact customers. Examples of these types of goals areResponse time for sewer back-upsResponse time for customer complaintsThe utility should keep the LOS Agreement very simple, especially at the beginning. As an initial starting point, the Agreement should contain 8 to 12 items of importance to the customers and the utility. As the utility progresses in Asset Management, it may be desirable to add to the Agreement, but starting simple is best. 



SMART Goals

https://www.assetivity.com.au

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When developing level of service goals think SMART! Use these concepts to implement SMART goals The goal should be Specific ‐Well defined ‐Clear to anyone who has a basic knowledge of the utility Measurable ‐Know if the goal is obtainable and how far away completion is ‐Know when it has been achieved Attainable/Achievable ‐Capable of being reached Realistic ‐Within the availability of resources, knowledge, and time Time‐based/Time-bound ‐Enough time to achieve the goal ‐Not too much time, which can affect utility performance 



Examples of SMART Goals
• Fewer than 10 taste complaints per quarter related to WTP

• Minimum water pressure of 50 psi throughout system, 95% of the time

• Customer service line available from 8 am – 5 pm, 5 days per week

• Customer complaints addressed within 1 business day, 95% of the time

• 75% planned maintenance, 25% reactive maintenance

• Reduce energy consumption by 10% at the water treatment plant



An LOS Worksheet

LOS Goal Criteria Assessment
System will meet all State 
and Federal regulatory 
standards.

Is it measurable?  Yes
How will it be measured? Compliance reports
How often will it be measured? Monthly

Less than 10 taste 
complaints per year.

Is it measurable?  Yes
How will it be measured? Review of customer complaint logs
How often will it be measured? Annually

Reduce energy 
consumption by 10%.

Is it measurable?  Yes
How will it be measured? Review of energy usage
How often will it be measured? Annually



• Door to door

• Annual meetings
• Focus groups
• Surveys
• Internet polls
• Social networking
• Customer call/complaint logs

Involve Customers

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter4Videos/LS-1.m4v

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter4Videos/LS-1.m4vThe basic question a utility should ask itself when trying to set external goals is "What do my customers want?" This question can only be answered effectively by engaging in a conversation with the customers. This type of conversation can be conducted in any way that is feasible and practical for the utility and its customers. For example, a small utility with less than 100 customers may be able to go door to door and ask for feedback. A utility that holds annual meetings may be able to get feedback from an annual meeting. A larger utility may wish to hold focus groups with randomly selected customers. Surveys can be included with utility bills or can be mailed out. Communities that have more access to technology may wish to use internet based polls or ask for feedback on a social networking website. If a customer call/complaint log is kept at the utility, the information obtained from these phone calls can be examined. The main objective is to change the dynamic of standard customer communications from adversarial to one in which the customers are engaged as partners or collaborators. 

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter4Videos/LS-1.m4v


Balancing LOS & Cost

• Higher LOS:          Costs

• Customer willingness to pay

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter4Videos/LS-6.m4v

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter4Videos/LS-6.m4vThere is a direct link between the level of service provided and the cost to the customer. When a higher level of service is provided, the costs to the customers will likely increase. This relationship provides an opportunity for the utility to have an open dialogue with its customers regarding the level of service desired and the amount the customers are willing to pay for this level of service. The utility can have a dialogue with the customers to explain what the treatment would entail, what the finished water quality would be, and how much it would cost the customers. Following the discussions, the customers could decide whether or not they are willing to pay for the additional treatment.�

https://swefc.unm.edu/home/amkan/Chapter4Videos/LS-6.m4v


Tracking Progress
Consider these questions:

• How frequent will the data I need be available?
• How much time will it take to get the data for tracking?
• How often do I need to report this type of information to elected officials or the 

board?
• How often do I need to communicate with my customers on meeting this goal?
• How often will it be possible to make adjustments if I find I'm not meeting the 

goal?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As discussed previously, the LOS goals should be written such that they are measurable and so that progress towards meeting them can be tracked over time. This process of measuring how well the utility has met the goals should be manageable and kept at the level a utility can handle. For example, progress towards goals can be tracked monthly for some goals, quarterly for others, or annually for goals that are time consuming to track. The most important aspect is to track the goals on some routine basis and report the results of this tracking to both the elected officials/upper management and the customers.��The measurement and tracking of goals should also use a process that is easy to implement. Tracking can be done on a simple spreadsheet or even on a piece of paper in the case of very small utilities. Tracking simply entails comparing actual data to the LOS goal to see if the goal was met. Goals can be tracked on different frequencies, depending on what the goal is and whether it is an internal or external goal.�In determining how often to track a particular goal, the following questions should be considered: How frequent will the data I need be available?How much time will it take to get the data for tracking?How often do I need to report this type of information to elected officials or the board?How often do I need to communicate with my customers on meeting this goal?How often will it be possible to make adjustments if I find I'm not meeting the goal?



What information is needed to develop an asset inventory?

• Definition of critical assets
 Age
 Cost to replace

Asset Inventory Exercise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 3:  Determine the life expectancy of componentsStep 4:  Calculate the remaining service life of each assetStep 5:  Create a list of service providers



What information is needed to develop an asset inventory?

• List of critical assets and their characteristics
 Type (pump, pipeline, hydrants, valves, tanks…)
 Category (water source, treatment system, distribution system, storage…)
 Age, expected life, remaining life
 Cost to replace (current past cost + inflation)
 Location
 Priority

Asset Inventory Exercise 



What is Level of Service?
• Service that meets a community’s basic needs & expectations

What are some examples of Level of Service Goals?
• Fewer than 10 taste complaints per quarter related to WTP

• Minimum water pressure of 50 psi throughout system, 95% of the time

• Customer service line available from 8 am – 5 pm, 5 days per week

• Customer complaints addressed within 1 business day, 95% of the time

• 75% planned maintenance, 25% reactive maintenance

• Reduce energy consumption by 10% at the water treatment plant

Level of Service Exercise



Questions?  



Break For Lunch
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